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Club Notes 

Wessex People 

New Members 
A warm Wessex welcome to: 

‘Jock’ Thomson, 102 Quetta Park, Church Crookham, Fleet, Hants, GU13 0TH 

Change of Address 

Rich Websell can now be found at: 19 Miller Close, Ashley, New Milton, Hants, BH25 5AT, (0425 638044); 
Colin Spring has moved to: Flat 6, Cambridge Court, Cambridge Heath Road, Bethnal Green, London, E2 9NN, 
(081 983 4890) and Sue Bonar has joined the WCC’s antipodean division and can be contacted at, 194 Darling 
Point Road, Darling Point, Sydney 2020, New South Wales, Australia. G’dday! 

AGM NEWS 
 

Finance was the major issue at the AGM this year. Accounts for the last two club years were presented and approved, "hanks were 

expressed to Tim Reynolds and Peter Haigh for preparing them. Discrepancies in the sales account were the subject of much discussion, 

and it was agreed that the offending officer should be permitted to pay back the missing sum r er the next thirty months, and should remain 

a member of the club while this is in progress. 

rapport was expressed for the Editor’s stand on anonymous articles as expressed in the last Journal. 

A modification to Rule 7, to clarify the position regarding the membership of minors, was accepted, but a further motion : rationalise the 

Committee was rejected. The position of Assistant Secretary was renamed Membership Secretary, and - the absence of any other 

candidates, Duncan Frew agreed to transfer his nomination from Sales Officer to take this post. 

Subscriptions are now due (see notice on page 85). Due to rising costs, the AGM set the individual member’s rate to L20.00. Had it not been 

for a substantial number of donations made to the Club this year, we would have shown a deficit for the year, so the rise, while undesirable, 

is necessary. This is the first rise for five years and subs should stay at this ievel for some time. 

Lin Timney briefly outlined the results of his survey of Upper Pitts. Items requiring urgent action are the rendering on the shower block and 

the fire escape which will need repairs shortly. Overall, however, the hut is in good condition and binding up well to the use it gets. 

Committee News 
 

A hut working weekend has been organised for the weekend of 17/18 January. Items of particular concern will be the irive, insulation in the 

loft and trimming of the hedge. 

We are still in need of mattresses for the dormitories. If you are disposing of one, please contact a committee member - ; Section can 

probably be arranged. 

The next project for consideration at Upper Pitts will be the kitchen. Offers of assistance and supplies would be appreciated. 
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Caving Notes 
Wigmore's has gone a little further: on 20 October 

Dany Bradshaw passed the first sump downstream. 35m of 

liquid soup (he must have been almost through on the last 

attempt - see Journal 230) was followed by a further two 

short sumps, and then the line ran out. Work continues. 

 

Don’t hold your breath, but there’s a good chance 

the Wessex will be heading for the Gouffre Berger again in 

1994. More details nearer the time. 

 

Sightings of rats have been reported from Stoke 

Lane Slocker. Cavers visiting the system should be 

particularly aware of the risk of Weil’s Disease (Journal 

229). 

 

There have been rock falls from the roof of Swan 

Mine, near Bath. If visiting the mine, take particular care in 

the vicinity of the entrance and the large fallen slab. 

 

Mike Dewdney-York points out the Quip-U in 

Bristol will still give a 10% discount on production of a 

Wessex Membership card. 

 

A party was recently caught by Mr Pattinson 

having pirated Ninebarrows. Their claim that he was out 

when they called for permission was not well received. The 

access situation with this cave and the nearby Sludgepit is 

very sensitive, and there is currently no access to either cave. 

Do not make matters worse by asking! 

 

A report from Ireland says that the boulder choke 

in Poll Na gCeim has been passed into a passage “of 

respectable size until the inevitable sump”. The sump was 

passed to gain further large passage terminating in another 

boulder choke. 

 

The situation on bolts in the Dales is slowly 

resolving itself. At a public meeting held at Ingleton 

Community Centre in July, a plan to replace existing faulty 

8mm anchors with a more durable epoxy bonded stainless 

ring was formulated. The replacement anchors, paid for by 

the NCA, will be fitted by volunteers who will be trained for 

the job as this helps with the liability aspect of the work. The 

work will initially be undertaken in 

L a n c a s t e r / E a s e g i l l  trade routes, 

Swinsto/Simpsons and the Kingsdale Master Cave, 

Alum/Diccan and Goyden and New Goyden pots. 

 

People caving mid-week on Leck and Casterton 

Fells are reminded that permits are required at all times of 

the week. Concern has been expressed by the farmers about 

the number of people visiting the caves without permission 

in the middle of the week. Permits for Casterton are 

available from Davis and Bowering in Kirby Lonsdale. 

Worse still, a recent party pirating the cave forgot 

to remove their names from the ETO board outside Bullpot 

Farm. This resulted in a false call out, wasting a lot of 

people’s time and calling unwelcome attention to the 

pirating of the cave. 

 

On Whemside, Oddmire Pot (a back door to 

Langcliffe Pot) appears to have been filled in. Strans Gill 

Pot (Langstrothdale), meanwhile, has not been filled in 

despite the fact that the farmer has been told to do so. It is an 

SSSI. The CNCC are looking into both these matters with a 

view to establishing access agreements On Pen y Ghent, 

Dale Head Pot is still blocked by a collapse and on Leck 

Fell there has been a collapse in the area of the second pitch 

in Gavel Pot. 

 

There are reports of bad pollution fror Mandale 

Mine and Knotlow Caverns in Derbyshire. In Oxlow 

Caverns, the area between the first and second pitches is 

very unstable. Derbyshire Caving Association are 

investigating. 

 

Pollution is also causing concern at Baker’s Pit 

in Devon and elsewhere in the county the adit entrance to 

Penn Wrecker Mine is to be closed as it is a water supply 

for local houses. 

 

Cavers visiting Dan-Yr-Ogof have been asked by 

the Show Cave Management to mark their cars so that the 

show cave know that any cars left at the end of the day are 

not those of tourist visitors lost by the show-cave guides! 

 

Thefts have been reported from the car park at 

Daren Cilau, and a permanent ladder is to be fitted to the 

Jacob’s Ladder pitch in the cave. 

 

On the other hand, Nigel Graham has some news 

that could be to the advantage of anyone missing acetylene 

generator after a recent club trip. Nigel be contacted on 

0305 789770. 

 

The new Control of Explosives Regulations 1991 

came into force on 1 November. The new BCRA Explosive 

User Group beat them into existence by about three weeks. 

The Group aims to clarify the law and regulations relating 

to cavers' use of explosives, as well as to provide a forum 

for discussions on techniques and equipment. Further 

details from Nick Williams. 

 

Finally, the BCRA and NCA are collaborating to 

organise a national cavers' event next summer. 

Provisionally booked for the first weekend in July in the 

Forest of Dean, it will be a much more practical orientated 

event than the existing BCRA conference. More details 

soon. 
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Club Diary 1991-92 
29 December 
30December 
31December 

Yorkshire booking Lancaster Hole 

Lost Johns Cavern 

Notts Pot 

11 January CSCC Meeting 10.30am Hunter’s Lodge 

18January/ 
19January 1992 

Hut Working weekend 

Committee Meeting 

 
10.00 am Upper Pitts 

1 March Committee Meeting 10.00 am Upper Pitts 

23 March CSCC Farmer’s Ceilidh Priddy Village Hall 

19 April Committee Meeting 10.00 am Upper Pitts 

20 June 
21June 

Wessex Challenge 

Committee Meeting 

 
10.00am Upper Pitts 

27 June 
28 June 

National Association of Mining History 

Organisations Field Meet 
Ironbridge, Shropshire 

4 July 
5 July 

National Caving Congress Forest of Dean 

2 August Committee Meeting 10.00am Upper Pitts 

23 August to 

30 August 

RESCON 92 International Cave Rescue 

Conference 

South Wales Cave Club, Penwyllt 

20 September Committee Meeting 10.00 am Upper Pitts 

17 October AGM and Dinner  

Please contact Keith Sanderson (address at the front of 

the Journal) if you wish to attend any of the Yorkshire 

bookings. 

 

Novice instruction is available on all Club trips: please 

contac t  Andy Summerskil l  for  de ta i l s .  

Bristol Sewer Tunnel Visit 

A trip for up to nine club members to visit the 
new sewer tunnel currently being constructed 

under Bristol has been arranged for late 
January or early February. Places will be 

allocated on a first-come-first- serve basis. 
 

Contact Nick Williams for further details. 

HUT WORKING 

WEEKEND 

18/19 January 1991 
 

Please come along and help for a few hours. Potential 

tasks include: smoothing the drive a bit, trimming 

the hedge, finishing the concrete outside the changing 

room and insulating the loft. 
Tools will be provided for those who 

cannot bring their own. 

 

 

Contact Pete Hann for details 
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Letters to the Editor 

Dear Nick, 

 

I was one of the Mendip cavers antagonised 

by Mr John Gunn's remarks during his lecture on 

Radon in caves, at the National Caving Conference 

this Autumn. 

 

The session, chaired by Dave George, 

started with John Gunn and Robert Hyland outlining 

their interim results, so far so good. John then 

accused the CSCC of using underhand tactics to 

persuade a dozen Mendip cavers to withdraw their 

offers to help the study in Mendip caves. He also 

upset us by refusing to name two Mendip caves with 

high radon counts at the time of testing (radon 

concentrations vary widely with time). The session 

degenerated into an inter-regional argument, until 

fortunately we ran out of time. 

 

Graham Proudlove’s following lecture, on 

helmet testing, had a touch of humour, and inspired a 

worthwhile discussion. A planned return to the radon 

debate did not materialise: People had had enough, 

and it was the end of the afternoon programme. My 

subsequent discussion with both Gunn and Hyland 

clarified some important points. 

 

Firstly, the project is, Hyland assures me, of 

academic interest. He is a geographer, and his PhD 

depends on the scientific validity and integrity of the 

research. That is important beyond Hyland's own 

needs; an unfinished experiment is neither use nor 

ornament to anyone. 

 

Secondly, he does not intend to publish 

widely the finished results, although they will be 

available in the normal way for other researchers. 

 

Thirdly, he is reluctantly abiding by the 

CSCC ban on his research on Mendip, for the sake of 

peace and quiet, despite this leaving a gap in the 

work. 

 

Regarding Gunn's refusal to name the gassy 

Mendip caves, Hyland pointed out to me that caves in 

other regions had also been left anonymous at the 

request of the landowners. 

 

Right, that is the researchers view as far as I 

understand. What of CSCC? I put the Mendip cavers 

fears to Robert, citing the SSSI affair, when major 

caves were closed for a time, and two remain 

(unnecessarily) closed. I explained our worries over 

the Health & Safety Executive, which seems to be 

trying to move into leisure activities. I gave the 

example of miniature railways, in which I am 

involved as a model-engineer. HSE are peering at 

even this well-established hobby. 

 

Robert Hyland considers these worries are 

ill-founded, despite previous experiences, saying he 

discussed the matter with an HSE officer who is 

himself a caver. Hyland has a point; he is hardly 

likely to want to endanger his own active caving! 

Nevertheless, none of us can predict future 

regulations, especially, if I may be genuinely 

political, with the European Commissariat 

interfering ever more in every aspect of our lives 

(including caving...). 

 

No, the radon project should not have been 

started. Gunn and Hyland showed the potential 

benefits of part of the work, involving careful studies 

of the geologies, climates, etc. of the caves studied. 

Perhaps Hyland should have found another, 

uncontroversial, aspect of speleology. Abandoning 

the study now would waste a lot of time and money, 

compromise Hyland's course, and leave an 

incomplete set of readings dangerously liable to 

complete misinterpretation. Furthermore, such an 

action might give the impression someone is hiding 

something. Could this suspicion be levelled at 

CSCC...? 

 

Turning to CSCC, now the worms have 

been let out of the tin, what truly happened on 

Mendip? The cavers forced to withdraw their 

assistance had allegedly been subjected to social 

pressures by persons unknown with implied CSCC 

backing. Who will risk ostracism on someone else's 

PhD project? CSCC cannot dictate cavers interests, 

so ordering people not to assist Robert Hyland s 

work is unconstitutional; anyway, has it publicly 

condemned the project? I recall seeing no “Thou 

shalt not...” in the caving press. Did CSCC resort to 

underhand tactics? If so, I question its ethics. If it did 

not sanction or execute such rather cowardly tactics, 

then who did, and will CSCC denounce them? 

 

As explained, the survey will have to be 

finished, then the thesis can rest in peace among the 
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hundreds of learned papers produced each year, 

though available to genuinely interested cavers. To 

suppress it would be to censor it! I am not sure which 

is most worrying: The threatened outside 

bureaucrats, the radon itself (radioactivity is 

dangerous, and cancer is a terrible disease, but 

driving from Bristol to Settle is potentially rather 

more lethal), or caving's would-be governors... 

CSCC’s motto is “Live and let live”! 

 

I am NOT one of those who offered to help 

the project on Mendip. 

Nigel Graham. 

Wyke Regis, 

Dorset, 

21.1.91 

 

The Council of Southern Caving Clubs, comments as 

follows: 

 

Dear Nick, 

 

I would like to set the record straight 

regarding the CSCC's involvement with the Mendip 

Radon Affair, raised by Nigel in his letter. 

 

In the summer I was approached by Robert 

Hyland who wanted permission to use certain 

Mendip caves for Radon testing. The ones he 

mentioned were St Cuthbert's, the Charterhouse 

caves, Swildon's and Cuckoo Cleeves. I said I would 

refer this to the relevant clubs/organisations who 

controlled access to the first cave and the group of 

caves mentioned i.e. the BEC, the CCC and the 

UBSS) and all stated that they did not want Mr 

Hyland to carry out his tests in the caves controlled 

by them. 

 

The matter was raised at the CSCC meeting 

in September at which strong doubts were raised by 

several club representatives over the scientific 

validity and value of the proposed rests due to the 

wide variation in results that can be obtained from 

tests carried out at different times of the year and in 

different weather conditions (I do not have either the 

necessary background or knowledge to comment in 

any detail on this aspect of the discussion, but I hope 

that those who have will commit their views to paper 

at some stage so the Radon Sniffers don’t have the 

argument all their own way....hint hint .. ) Secondly, 

equally strong views were expressed about the 

possible dam age to caver/landowner relations which 

could arise from adverse publicity generated by the 

results, or simply even from the fact of more 

“scientists” testing the caves and their contents when 

the bureaucratic ramifications are not at all clear. 

Mendip has suffered enough from this sort of 

problem in the past and most people have no desire 

to see any more caves closed. It is alright for Mr 

Hyland to say that our fears are unfounded: it will 

not be for him to sort out any problems that might 

arise. So far as I am aware, the reasoning behind the 

refusals given by others was broadly similar. 

 

Mr Hyland was obviously very reluctant to 

take “no” for an answer, but said he would abide by 

the wishes expressed “for the time being”. He did 

however inform me that he had “his career to 

consider”. I felt this statement made a nonsense of 

his protestation that he is just an ordinary caver and 

so would obviously not want to do anything that 

might endanger cave access. In my experience, 

ordinary cavers do not feel the need to consider their 

careers in the context of their sport. 

 

Turning next to the allegations of 

“underhand tactics” made by John Gunn at the 

BCRA conference, I believe these to be untrue and 

absurd, as well as having been delivered by Mr Gunn 

in the most unprofessional manner with no facts 

whatsoever being given to back his accusations up. I 

asked Hyland for some proof of this. All he was able 

to offer, apart from some vague mutterings, was a 

reference to one caver who withdrew his previous 

offer of help as he was going on holiday instead! Mr 

Hyland seemed to think this was part of a pattern. 

Also, at the time the alleged threats were said to have 

been made, his request had not come before the 

meeting and was known only to a handful of people. 

I am sure that none of them either “warned off” or 

threatened anybody. So, for the record, CSCC did 

not resort to any “underhand tactics” against Messrs. 

Hyland, Gunn or anyone else. Frankly I doubt that 

anyone did. 

Yours sincerely, 

 

Linda Wilson  

 

Chairman, 

Council of Southern Caving Clubs  

Westbury on Trym 

Bristol, 

24.11.91 
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Caver or “Caver”? 

Dominic Sealy 

At the end of August, Eddy Waters and I joined a group of WCC members going to 

Yorkshire, primarily for the CPC Gaping Gill winch meet. None of our group had been to GG 

before. We decided to take the more sporting trip and go to the Main Chamber via Bar Pot. At the 

bottom of Bar Pot we met up with another Wessex member, Howard Price, who kindly showed us 

around the system. 

Passing Stream Passage Pot we soon reached the Main Chamber. Rather impressive, 

we decided, and congratulated ourselves on our decision not to use the winch as we watched it 

disappear into the upper reaches of the shaft. Having had a good look around the Main Chamber 

we set off up the fixed iron ladder that leads to Mud Hall and the Whitsun Series. 

Gaping Gill was once again offering us something different. On arriving at the bottom 

of the first traverse and chain descent into Mud Hall we were met by two other so called “cavers”, 

wearing suitable clothing (for the 1930’s); jeans and jumpers and armed with the ever faithful 

stinky that flickered and spluttered and appeared to go out every five seconds or so. This we 

thought was none of our business, after all if you want to throw yourself underground ill 

equipped, with no reserve lighting in one of the largest systems in Britain I suppose that's your 

own business as long as you don’t expect the rescue teams to come rushing out to save you from 

your own incompetence, and you look after the cave. 

However our two intrepid explorers as well as being somewhat outdated in equipment 

were also outdated with regards to conservation. Somewhat dumb-struck we watched as one of 

the “cavers” unscrewed his lamp and dumped a large pile of spent carbide on the floor. He then 

went on to spread the offending pile around the floor of the chamber, we supposed in a vain 

attempt to disguise its presence! 

The “caver” carried on his operation, despite five sets of hard stares from our direction. 

In the end Howard could stand it no longer and suggested that it might be better to take the spent 

carbide out of the cave, like most people. This suggestion along with a request for a name or club 

name was met by an unintelligible muttering and a further attempt to smear the carbide into the 

floor. Not wishing to make a scene and deciding this was not the time or place to push this matter 

further we let the matter lie. 

We then saw the two guilt stricken “cavers” form some kind of suicide pact as they set 

off on the slippery traverse, 90' off of the floor of Mud Hall, towards Avalanche Pot. They then 

used the in situ traverse line as a hand-line. True the traverse isn't particularly hard, but a mere slip 

would be fatal and to me it seems blatantly obvious that just clipping a carabiner into the line is a 

potential life-saver! 

Aside from this incident we continued our trip to a point just beyond Avalanche Pot 

(yes we did clip into the traverse line!), until time dictated that we should set back and reluctantly 

we made our way back to the foot of Bar Pot. 

At the foot of the big pitch stood a group of “cavers” who had just abseiled down the 

pitch. Howard now set off up the pitch (life-lined of course) to reach the top to be met by yet more 

members of the group, who were waiting to descend the pitch, not all of whom had harnesses. 

Meanwhile those of us at the bottom of the pitch were informed that the harnesses from the 

bottom were to be hauled up, but it was all right most of them would be going out on the winch, 

only those who couldn't afford it would come out on SRT! 

A pattern now developed, with one of their group abseiling down followed by one of 

our group coming up the ladder. On reaching the top of the pitch I was horrified to see yet more 

members of the group still waiting. They said they had been there for nearly 2 hrs! Then we 

watched in disbelief as a young lad shuffled to the edge of the pitch, and reached out unprotected, 

to grab the free hanging rope. Perhaps this group are part of the new wave and do not believe in 

cruelty to animals as there was not a cows-tail in sight! 

4 



 

Then, lemming like, the poor lad threaded his ‘Stop’ 

descender, to the instructions of his leader. He was then - 

instructed to swing out over the 100' pitch below. The 

lemming was then given further instructions.... 

“Now, look at the blue thing in front of you” 

The lemming nodded 

“To move down squeeze the red handle and 

drop", ??! 

“To slow down release the handle, right!” 

And with that the lemming went bouncing off 

down the pitch. At this point Howard opened his eyes and 

suggested, under his breath, that it might be a good idea to  

move off as it was already 5.30pm (they were going in 

with quite a few people still at the top of the big pitch!) 

We know that this group was from a venture 

scout unit and their leaders came from a large caving club. 

The remainder of our trip out was enjoyable and 

on reaching the entrance we congratulated ourselves on a 

good, safe day. 

Finally the authors and the rest of our party, 

would like to express their thanks to the Craven PC for 

organising the winch meet and running things so 

efficiently. It is just a shame that some of the people who 

take the opportunity do not take their caving so seriously. 

Notes for contributors 
If you have any article, letter, comment, news, 

photograph, or anything else which you would like to 

published in the Journal, please do not hesitate to send it 

in. Preferably, text should be typed on one side of the 

paper only, with wide margins and double spaces between 

the lines, but I’d rather have it scrawled on the back of a 

cigarette packet than not get it at all. 

The main requirement for photographs is that they 

should not have too much contrast as otherwise they are 

unrecognizable when printed. Prints in black and white or 

colour are acceptable, but bear in mind that they will come 

out as black and white prints when they appear, if the 

colour is an important feature the effect may be lost in 

printing. Please make sure that your prints or 

transparencies are clearly labelled, and send the 

appropriate captions for each figure on a separate sheet. 

For those who have access to a word-processor, I may be 

able to accept contributions on floppy disc, give me a ring 

so that we can discuss whether or your software is  

compatible with mine - at present I can handle 

contributions in Apple Macintosh format and all formats of 

MS-DOS IBM disc. 

Line drawings, sketch maps and diagrams are all 

welcome. They should be supplied in the size at which they 

are to be printed. Make sure that lettering is large and bold. 

If you copy drawings or photo’s, or quote, from 

another publication, please make sure you inform me 

before publication so that I can make arrangements 

regarding copyright. 

Authors may obtain a laser-printed copy of their 

article for the production of further off-prints by contacting 

me, although I may have to make a small charge for this 

service. 

I would like to thank Rhys Watkins (Chelsea SS) for 

the use of his laser printer in the production of this issue, 

and Richard Kenney for his assistance with the typing. 

 

NJW 

SUBSCRIPTIONS 
for the year 1991 - 92 are now due: 

Full Individual (1 vote, 1 Journal) £20.00 

Full Joint (2 votes, 1 Journal) £35.00 

Joint (1 vote, 1 Journal) £25.00 

OAP (vote. Journal, no insurance) £6.00 

 

Affilated Club (per member) £5.00 

 

Locker £5.00 

Food box £2.00 

Journal only (non members) £10.00 

...Any member whose subscription has become more than 

one month overdue shall be named in the next Journal, 

and if within one month the subscription has not been 

paid, the member’s name shall be removed from the list of 

members, and notice to this effect shall be sent to the 

member…. 

Rule 8, Wessex Cave Club 

 

P.S.  More Journals = more dosh - I’d like to do six 

this year so please pay up! 

NJW 
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All the news that’s fit 

Reviews by Nigel Graham 

We have Descent and Caves & Caving, and 

now Speleoscene... edition No. 1 appeared on the NCA 

stand at the 1991 National Caving Conference. Now, what 

does Speleoscene offer extra to other publications? 

On the face of it, very little. The lead story is of 

the King Pot to Keld Head dive (Geoffs Yeadon and 

Crossley, 3rd August 1991), and on p9 is a report on the 

‘Green Holes’ (Doolin). The rest of the paper gives shorter 

caving items, including access, collapses and suchlike 

around the country, book and equipment reviews 

(including the DMM/Hilti Hanger), advertisements... and 

of course ‘politics’. 

Some cavers regard the NCA as remote, arcane, 

irrelevant paper shufflers, perhaps with some justification. 

However, as most of the NCA officers themselves are 

active members of various major clubs, they are certainly 

not out of touch with caving. By publishing Speleoscene, 

the NCA is trying to strengthen its links with ‘us’ - and 

there is far more caving than politics, although Mick Day 

(NCA Chairman) takes a page to outline the NCA / Sports 

Council relationship over the last few years. Is his wry 

humour a little cynical? 

Speleoscene's laudable aims are explained on 

the front page, but does it merely parallel existing 

publications? Perhaps it is too early to tell from edition 

No. 1 of a newsletter still to find its feet. Will it grow from 

a tidily-presented, professionally printed but fairly modest 

newsletter into the national caving's glossy? Does it have 

to? Content matters more than shine. Specialist magazines 

depend almost solely on their contributions. It has its 

regional correspondents, but it still invites reports on 

expeditions and new finds, club advertisements (free), etc. 

(on top of NCA announcements, equipment reports etc.). 

Its success will depend on its contributors and 

on its readership. They are we... 

...And yet another caving magazine! Let us start 
by comparing International Caver with the competition. 
Descent is a bright, varied, independent commercial 
magazine, carrying international caving news and reports 
from major and minor British caving areas. Cover cost: 
£1.50. Caves & Caving is sometimes criticised for 
so-called politics. In fact, most of this material covers 
specialist BCRA activities (hydrology, etc.), or BCRA 
administration. C&C contains expedition reports, foreign 
publications lists, etc., but is also a club journal! 
Non-members pay £1.50 per copy. Cave Science is the 
BCRA Transactions, the BCRA's learned journal of 
formal speleological papers. Speleoscene is the NCA 
newsletter. Transactions apart, they all overlap to some 
extent. 

International Caver sets out to be somewhere 
between Caves & Caving or Descent, and Cave Science,  

with a formality which enhances its readability. Editor 

Tim Stratford (Swindon Speleological Society) answers 

the pessimists regarding its future, and plans to give us an 

international caving magazine devoted almost entirely to 

the caves. Unlike any of the other national magazines, it 

presents full reports from abroad, irrespective of 

nationality. Abstracts in the author's native and other 

languages immediately raise the value of the journal to 

overseas readers. 

International Caver is pricey - £2.50 per copy. 

£12.32 UK subscription - partly to pay for the relatively 

extensive colour photography. No. 1 has colour outside 

and inside both covers (including one full-page 

advertisement), plus a colour centre-spread. That is three 

full-colour sides of paper; and most other pages have light 

green captions (i.e., 2 colours including the black ink). 

Then there are the translations, presumably paid for. 

Some papers are moderately technical, 

assuming some understanding of geology. Some 

knowledge of foreign caving terms helps, e.g. p6: “Some 

avens can be quite frustrating...”, by a Lebanese whose 

second language is French. French avens are open surface 

shafts, like Jingling Hole (our ‘aven’ is a ‘puit remontant’ 

in French). This author, incidentally, is Hani Abdul-Nour, 

President of Lebanese club GERSL, reviewing the state of 

today’s Lebanese speleology - optimistically! 

The editor gives contribution guide-lines, 

putting them into practice with his own report of the 

Swindon work in Turkey. 

Its tone is generally readable, and it concentrates 

on the caves and surrounding geography. It encourages 

plenty of high-quality photographs (not always easy for 

small-scale expeditions to achieve, unless the personnel 

includes skilled c a v e  photographers). So what is this 

magazine the rest aren't? It intends to be genuinely 

international, positively inviting papers from around the 

world and giving foreign-language abstracts. 

International Caver may not be cheap, but its content, 

style and intentions mean it deserves to succeed. 

 

Speleoscene, ed. Dave Irwin, pub. NCA 

bimonthly. A4 8pp Subscription £4.00/year, or 50p per 

copy from caving shops. 

 

International Caver: ed. Tim Stratford, pub. 

Aven Publications, Swindon. Quarterly (Oct., Jan., April, 

July), photo’s (incl. colour), surveys A4 44pp £2.50/issue. 
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Eight trips in the Vercors 
(and other news) 

Trevor Faulkner 

This is a personal report on caving in the 

Vercors with the Craven Pothole Club. Some previous 

visits to the area are recorded by Nigel Graham [1,2], Rick 

Halliwell [3], Tony Bennett [4] and Ken Dawe [5]. The 

main caves are described by Delannoy and Haffner [6], I 

was fortunate in being invited to join the 1991 CPC trip as 

I had not returned to the Vercors since visiting Gouffre 

Berger with Crewe PC in 1983, and particularly wanted to 

go to the Gournier, and see the limestone scenery. 

Most people reached the municipal campsite at 

La Chappelle en Vercors on Friday, 26 July. I arrived in 

the evening to find the CPC sheltering from light rain 

under a washhouse awning normally reserved for the 

dustbins! They had spent the week before caving in the 

adjoining Chartreuse area. My drive down that morning 

had started at an autoroute layby near Fontainbleau, with 

the afternoon spent at Mason watching the Tour de 

France. 

The campsite was ideal, being close to the centre 

of La Chappelle for shops, bars and the open air 

swimming pool, and our tents soon filled the top corner of 

the site. Remarkably, the highest peak in the Vercors, 

Grand Veymont, was often visible from camp because its 

position lines up with a valley notch cut into a ridge to the 

south. On our second night, the full moon also rose 

straight out of this notch! 

 

Grotte de Bournillion 

 

Visited the day after arriving, to break ourselves 

in gently. If you think that the entrance to Peak Cavern is 

impressive, wait till you see this one! Rick rigged a 

handline around a steep-sided pool and thereafter the 

kilometre dry walk to the sump was an easy kiddies trip. 

Gouffre Berger is not the only cave with passages 30m by 

30m with fine formations! We decided not to investigate 

the alternate, sporting, return route to the large side 

passage in the entrance porch, as previous rain would have 

flooded it. Talking of floods, another group returned to the 

Bournillion a few days later after a great overnight 

thunderstorm, and found it unenterable with a huge river 

pouring out of the entrance. This is all pretty mindblowing 

when you learn that the Grotte de Bournillion is 

hydrologically connected with the showcave Grotte de la 

Luire. This is 18 km south, 450m higher, 450m deep, and 

can flood from below to a depth of over 300m! 

 

Trou Qui Souffle to Syphon 220 

 

TQS is a major system, with over 25 km of 

passages known so far. Its entrance is a local tourist 

attraction, being a hole at the side of the road with a strong 

cold draught. We found the cave already roped, apart 

from the 10m entrance pitch, but put our own ropes down 

to leave overnight for a second trip. The cave is a mix of 

large descending passages, short pitches (up to 30m), and 

traverses. The obvious way down took us to a series of 

strike aligned phreatic tubes. Crawling over a hole in the 

floor with a pool below, we descended a second hole and 

waterfall to reach the large Syphon 220 at the foot of a 

very muddy slope. We also proved that this could be 

reached via a short pitch at the end of the passage with the 

holes. A slow return was made, making adjustments to a 

long forgotten SRT technique, clearing the entrance after 

6.5 hours. 

 

Trou Qui Souffle to Reseau Cigale and the Gaults 

 

A larger party returned the next day, 30 July, and 

made a rapid descent to a chamber at the foot of the pitch 

below Salle de la Vire. This is at the top of the previous 

day's final pitch, and an ascent through eyeholes led to the 

aqueous Galeries des Condensations, where we noticed 

red/orange tape markers suspended from the roof: What 

were these for? Not following the tapes, we dropped down 

a hole to reach the sloping take off for a 12m pitch into a 

stream way at Puits Cigale. Real caving at last! Going 

upstream we climbed two waterfalls to a large junction. 

Left, upstream along Reseau Cigale, led to a 6m rope 

ascent beside a waterfall. Without our SRT gear we could 

only look in admiration at the scene. (There appear to be 

no other obstacles to following this passage upstream to a 

point 60m ABOVE the entrance). Instead we returned to 

the junction and another streamway, Reseau du Gault. 

This rose steadily at about 30 degrees with a roof of white 

limestone above a floor of moonmilk and green sand. We 

stopped at the second of two boulder chokes. 

This trip took nearly 8 hours, detackling as we 

left. A thunderstorm greeted our exit into a widespread 

thick fog, caused by the cave pumping out cold air into the 

damp atmosphere. 

 

Scialet de la Malaterre 

 

This is the Vercors version of Gaping Gill, 

except that it is situated in a forest, is 5 minutes walk from 

the car, has no stream, and has a permanent footbridge 

across the top of the shaft. We rigged it on 1 August as two 

60m (approx.) pitches. The first rope passed over the 

handrail, with a changeover just below the girderwork and 

a free descent most of the way to a ledge. The second pitch 

has two changeovers. The foot of the shaft is littered with 

tree trunks and other rubbish. There is quite a lot of nasty 

cave lower down which we only glimpsed at. The worst 

part of the trip is getting on and off at the top. Going down 

you are in the midst of a chattering crowd, which is 
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quite distracting as you check that all your gear looks 

sensible. Coming up, I met a Frenchman who was going 

down another rope which was belayed through a hole in 

the footbridge, created by sliding away a section of floor. 

As he passed, he kicked my head as I did the changeover! 

 

Gour Fumant 

 

A really nice, Yorkshire pot, type of cave. You 

can drive a car over the meadows of Herbouilly to the 

entrance if you wish. It starts like Tatham Wife Hole, and 

passes a pitch like Dome Pitch in Lost Johns. At the foot 

of 6 short pitches is a streamway with gour pools. We 

stopped at deep water at -120m (Lac Temporaire). On the 

way out the party also took an obvious side passage on 

the right and climbed into its roof to enter Dragon 

Chinois, reminiscent of Easter Grotto. We spent about 5 

hours in Gour Fumant, which is well used by parties of 

school children from adventure holiday premises. 

Actually, it would make an excellent (and faster) ladder 

trip. 

 

Grotte de Gournier 

 

This was to be the highlight of the whole 

holiday. And it was! We made an early start on Saturday 

4 August, the day after Gour Fumant, and were the first 

into the car park at Grotte de la Choranche, reaching the 

Gournier entrance lake at 9.30 am. Rick provided a one 

man inflatable with a tow back line, and after an hour we 

were all across. The climb and traverse up the far wall is 

no problem if you have someone like Rick to lead and fix 

a line. The 1.5 km walk along Fossil Gallery took about 

an hour. It is very warm work, especially in a wetsuit as I 

was. Like the Bournillion. the passage is of Berger 

dimensions. You pass the well known horizontal 

stalactites and several nice gours and formations, but 

nearly all walking is over blocks and boulders with no 

level floor. 

The first access to the stream is NOT the way to 

go: Another party spoilt their Gournier trip by getting to 

the stream this way and wasting their time in boulders. 

The correct second access is via a hole below a wall 

traverse in an enlargement of the gallery. We kitted up 

with cows tails and started along the famous wire 

traverses. These are easy once the technique is mastered: 

total reliance on the short cows tail which takes the 

weight whilst the feet do the work. 

The only serious obstacle is the 12m cascade. 

Here, a hand jammer is needed as well, to protect a 4m 

vertical climb up a wall to a traverse up into the upper 

streamway. From here a fine passage leads to a chamber 

and then a non-tackled waterfall. A side passage leads to 

Salle Chevalier, below the “final” 60m aven. This point is 

145m above the entrance and terminates 700m of caving 

along a magnificent streamway with wonderful cascades, 

waterfalls and canals. For me, it arrived too soon! 

On the return, I jumped into many of the pools 

and took advantage of the wetsuit to avoid nearly all the 

traverse wires. Similarly it saves time to swim the lake. 

This can be done by hanging on the right wall until 15m 

from the “beach” and then just swimming for it. 

We took 7 hours on the trip. It really 

is superb. I recommend a wet suit, but swim 

the lake on the way in to keep cool, cows tails 

with STEEL karabiners on a belt with a hand 

jammer should be sufficient. Most of the old 

rusty traverse wires have now been replaced or 

duplicated with new wire. 

Scialet Vincens 

This shaft system gets down to 314m 

before any horizontal passage is met. We went 

in on 6 August, finding it already roped in a 

British style. Most of the party descended 

rapidly to the start of the Boyeau Sable crawl. 

The trip was a disaster for me as my Nicad 

battery was flat: It took half an hour to get out 

from the foot of the first pitch in almost total 

blackness. As luck would have it, the owners 

of the tackle arrived: The Army Caving 

Association, on their second trip in. They 

kindly lent me a Petzl Zoom lamp and I got 

down nearly 200m before meeting everyone 

else coming up. The ACA continued to the 

bottom that day, and a different ACA team 

detackled two days later. 

This pothole is a must for enthusiastic 

SRTers and SRT riggers. It consists of a 

confusing succession of rebelays in fine 

The Malaterre Changeover 
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Entrance to Trou Qui Souffle 

 

relatively small shafts, with the caver staying on the rope 

most of the way down, even through short connecting 

crawls. Not being a keen SRTer, I shall give it a miss next 

time! 

 

Saint de Glace 

 

A second thunderstorm, on 8 August, put us off 

caving. Instead, we stayed at camp, reading and playing 

Scrabble and Liar Dice. Rick read the new issues of 

Scialet magazine which he had bought a week earlier at 

Marback's shop outside Pont en Royans. Incredibly, he 

read [7] that TQS now has a second entrance (found from 

inside) and a 7 hour through trip is possible! 

Caving now with three lads from Croydon 

Caving Club (Tim Frost, Carl Biggs and Rob White) 

whom we had met at Malaterre, Rick, Pat and I easily 

located the new S de G entrance on 9 August. It is reached 

by walking up the road from TQS, taking a forest track on 

the right, and then following a downhill path to a hole with 

a spoil heap beside it. It is only 5 minutes walk from TQS. 

A descending crawl opens out to pitches of 5m 

and 12m. A long steeply dropping awkward meandering 

streamway then follows the 30-40 degree dip to two more 

short pitches. A similar passage passes a handline climb to 

a series of difficult descending traverses above stream 

level. Below here, phreatic loops continue, generally 

downwards, festooned in the roof with guess what: 

red/orange tape markers! 

Suddenly we had to stop, at the head of a 10m 

roped pitch into a massive chamber: Salle Hydrokarst of 

Trou Qui Souffle. With SRT gear left miles back, there 

was no alternative but to return, thinking that 

the through trip was a real possibility. This 

trip took 5 hours, reaching the -200m mark 

where much of the passage development in 

the TQS system occurs. We were certainly the 

first British party to visit Saint de Glace, and 

probably the first to see Salle Hydrokarst. 

Now near the end of the holiday, 

Rick, Pat and I decided next day to try for the 

TQS - S de G through trip, but were thwarted 

by my second lamp fiasco. Perhaps this was 

just as well, as I was finding repeated trips to 

-200m quite tiring. Instead, as I drove home 

on 10 August, they recruited the ACA team to 

join them, and completed the through trip in 6 

hours. 

The route is permanently tackled for 

SRT, with the red/orange markers at all the 

junctions in the intervening 2 km between the 

two entrance passages. Again, this was 

undoubtedly the first British through trip, as 

no one else in Britain even knew of its 

existence! The trip is very hard and 

technically difficult, and should only be 

attempted after first practising in both 

entrance series. We found the guide book [6] 

and its abbreviated surveys quite difficult to 

comprehend; it would be best to research original Scialet 

articles. 

 

Grotte de la Draye Blanche 

 

This show cave near La Chappelle in included 

due to its splendour. A short tunnel leads to a huge high 

chamber crossed by a catwalk. There are many fine 

formations, all well lit by white light. It is well worth a 

visit between more sporting activities! 

 

Conclusion 

 

Another little known fact, discovered by reading 

another recent Scialet [8] is that there is now an alternative 

route down the Gouffre Berger entrance series. Reseau 

Alex Pitcher starts from the foot of Cairn Pitch, above the 

meanders. It continues down a series of short pitches, 

bypassing the Meanders, Garby's and Gontard's, to arrive 

at the head of Aldo's Shaft. The report describes this route 

as being easier for tired cavers on the return. 

As well as caving, I also climbed Grand 

Veymont which gives a spectacular view from the top of a 

limestone summit called L'Aiguille. To climb L'Aiguille 

itself requires a 2 hour drive from La Chappelle over 

several exhilarating mountain passes. This I did, and 

walked from the village of Richardiere up onto the highest 

footpath on the shoulder below the Aiguille. The last 200m 

is vertical, with no footpath. Several climbers were heard 

on the wall above, but they could hardly be seen! 

As may be gathered, the Vercors is a pretty good 

place to go caving. And I have not mentioned all the 
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tourist bits: Comb Laval, Grand Goulets, Bourne 

Gorge, eating out, etc.. I would like to thank the 

Craven Pothole Club for their company, and in 

particular Rick and Pat Halliwell for doing so much of 

the underground organisation, coaching in rope 

techniques, and leading the tackle washing ceremony 

at the end of every day's caving! 
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Environmental News 

R. R. Kenney 

Occasionally an event happens that doesn't hit 

the national headlines. We all know about it at a local 

level, and so do members who visit Mendip, but these 

notes are written for those people who live far away and 

are perhaps no longer active. Let them share the fun as 

well! 

First — the facts. In October two men were 

interviewed by local TV, with a backdrop of Cheddar 

Gorge. They proposed a scheme that would ban existing 

vehicular traffic in the Gorge. Access in future would be 

by tram running from Cheddar to the site of an 

underground carpark for 1000 cars at Cheddar Head, the 

junction of the Yoxter and Priddy roads. 

It is worth remembering that there is no Fairy 

Godmother in residence at planning meetings, and that if a 

scheme shows practicability then there is always the 

chance that it could be accepted. 

The basis of this scheme, whether costed or not, 

lies in copying the Rapid Transport systems that are in 

vogue in the UK at the moment. The first was at Newcastle 

and Manchester is well on the way for the second. Other 

areas considering these schemes are Bristol, Sheffield, 

Croydon, Kingston-upon-Thames and possibly more, so 

that by the time that the Cheddar scheme develops the 

expertise would be available. Flood control would be 

interesting. 

The car park is in reality a quarry with a roof on 

top, and whilst one may be hesitant at using a JCB in that 

area the task could be done. Persuasion would be needed to 

convince the National Rivers Authority that there would be 

no leaks of oil. I am sure that materials exist to prevent that  

occurrence — until it actually happens! Now is your 

opportunity to think up all the flaws in the argument — 

and then watch this space for any further news. 



A short read in the Wessex Journals 

Jim Moon 

What? Our esteemed Editor seeks my worthless 

opinions in awarding the Frank Frost Prize for the “best” 

Journal article of 1990-91? Blast! Another damned job to 

do. At least he only wants it done by yesterday: my usual 

deadline is “by the end of last month.” 

Having blown the dust from Journals 226 to 230 

(each lovingly enveloped, addressed and posted by your 

correspondent’s grubby hands) I settled into reading mode 

accompanied by disinterested cat and glass of vino 

collapso. And what a read: forget the ever-present club 

politics, the eternal shortage of money, and the state of the 

hut (which seems to vary in direct relationship to the state 

of the members on a Saturday night) - last year's Journals 

reveal a caving club which has life, health, an adventurous 

and enquiring nature and above all has a bloody good time 

grovelling around beneath the unsuspecting feet of the 

miserably surface-bound. 

Trying vainly to ignore Editorials, Club News, 

From The Log and the rest, in favour of ‘actual articles’ I 

found the choice more difficult with every article read. 

There was Jim Rands' diary transcription of the Wessex in 

Norway (thanks, Jim - I could almost feel the cold, taste 

the elk and experience the hangover!), Maurice Hewins' 

entertaining ‘press release’ on grockle-baiting by the 

River Axe and Nigel Graham's oh-so-thorough articles on 

subjects from South Nordland through Geevor Mine to 

Cave Dig Tramways (mind you, Nigel - I thought Clive 

Gardener's photo of Odd Johansen on page 41 looked 

suspiciously like one taken some years ago by Oliver 

Lloyd on the St. Katherine's/Fisherstreet trip in County 

Clare). 

Declining a second glass of vino collapso in 

favour of sustained concentration, my personal choice 

narrowed down (slowly) to five articles. Colin Waite's 

article, “Otter Hole Trip” (Journal 229) was a delight to 

read. Having visited the hole a few times I could respond 

directly to Colin's account: he conveyed exactly the sense 

of awe, excitement and muddiness that only a trip in Otter 

can bring. The only thing I thought he overlooked was the 

particularly fine viscosity of the mud, which seeps through 

the stitch-holes of your wetsuit leaving a delicate tracery 

upon one's body. Not even Jim Rands' chilli can do this 

(from the outside!) 

Next - and not just to curry favour (sorry) came 

Nick Williams' review of the History of the WSG: “The 

London caver comes of (middle) age.” This struck me as 

economically written with nary a word wasted. I enjoyed 

reading it so much it made me want to buy the damn thing, 

which, I suppose, is what a good review sets out to do. Ric 

Halliwell's articles in Journals 228 and 229, on the 

Gunong Api Connection, proved a sustained and 

instructive exposition suffering from a surfeit of chicken 

(well, I suppose the locals had already eaten everything  

small and furry before the party arrived....) I was greatly 

impressed with Ric's scholarly yet accessible account. 

Later, I came across Russell Carter's “A Dive in the 

Dales,” in Journal 227. Now, I'm not a cave diver but I felt 

like I might have been once I'd read Russell's account of 

diving in Kingsdale. Some parts smack of the calculated, 

relentless friendship of the dedicated caver (“JNC's plan 

has worked, the volume of tea drunk now exceeds the 

capacity of my bladder and I'm forced to get up for a piss.” 

Most of us have been there - apart from those making the 

brews!) 

Good Lord, how is one to nominate a “best 

article” from this lot? And then, I came across Journal 230. 

Passing through Nigel's erudite “Cave Dig Tramways” and 

NJW's already-mentioned review, one came across Tav's 

article on “The Slanting Caves.” Now here was a gem of a 

report: even to a boring old fart who has marked squillions 

of pieces of pupils' GCE, CSE and latterly GCSE English 

work this presented as something clearly written by a 

“grown-up” yet with an adolescent joie de vivre in the 

adventure of exploration. Of all the trips reported in the 

last year's Journals this was the one that I most wished I 

had been on: the article was clear, concise and informative 

yet carried a very human touch - as a reader I actually felt 

what the party had been through in Sutherland. And with a 

lap-cat and diminishing glass of vino rough-as- old-bootso 

in a comfortable chair in Bristol, that's a fair response to 

draw from a reader. Not only did I feel the article was 

well-written, it was exceptionally well- referenced, 

allowing the reader to progress from the presented text to a 

wider perspective. No contest: this was a clear winner and 

was the subject of my humble counsel to our Editor. I can 

only hope, Nick, that you will bear me in mind as an 

assessor for next year’s Frank Frost Prize: far from being 

‘another damned job to do,’ reading and commenting on 

the last year's Journals turned out to be a pleasure. I even 

noticed in “From the Log” that there was evidence that I'd 

actually been caving (real caving - not just grockling about 

with groups of kids) in the last year. Good Lord! 

 
Tav wins a whole £5.00 for his efforts (but just think of all 

that glory!) 
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Library Review 1988-1991 

Rob Taviner 

The following abstracts are from recent additions to the Library. 
The journals may be viewed at Upper Pitts. 

AXBRIDGE C.G. 

An article on Cornish Tin Mines and adits around 

Botallack, Cape Cornwall, Cot Valley and Kenidjack 

Valley including maps and sketches. 

 

B.C.R.A. - CAVE SCIENCE 

Volume 16, No. 1 
a) Uranium dating of cave deposits at Creswell Crags. 

b) Studies of Bowl Karren and Non-Limestone caves in 

Norway, c) Bone caves of Anguilla, W. Indies. 

Volume 16, No. 2 
a) The nature and origins of Tufa (Travertine). b) Cave 

sediments in the Tower Karst of China, c) Mulu 1988. 

d) Karst features of West Thailand. 

Volume 16, No. 3 
a) The importance of cave archaeology, b) Taphonomy 

and Palynology of Cave Deposits (Pollen and spores in 

caves.) c) Articles on Creswell Crags caves, d) The 

sediments of Thorpe Common rock shelter, S. Yorks. 

e) Archaeology of Ulva Cave, Isle of Ulva, Scotland, f) 

Quaternary evolution of the South Pennines. g) Karst and 

caves of Burma. 

Volume 17, No. 1 
a) Speleogenesis in S. Wales, b) Geomorphic Evolution of 

Ingleborough Karst, c) Petrology & Morphology of caves 

of San Salvador Island, Bahamas, d) Tertiary caves in 

Norway, e) 1988 Expedition to the caves of Cloud 

Mountains, Irian Jaya, Indonesia. 

Volume 17, No. 2 
a) Dedicated to the Caves of Guangxi, China and includes 

descriptions, surveys and photos of the 1987/1988 

Expeditions’ discoveries plus articles on Cave Diving, 

Palaeomagnetic & Archaeomagnetic studies. Biology, 

Archaeology and medical. 

 

BELFRY BULLETIN 

No. 448 
a) Caves of Eastern USA. b) Three unrecorded sinks at 

Priddy. c) Caving in the Philippines. 

No. 449 
a) Caving in the Philippines, b) Progress in Daren Cilau. 

No. 450 
a) Expedition report on China, b) Bulmer Cavern, New 

Zealand. 

No. 451 
a) Ireland 1984-86. The Lads discoveries in Co. Clare. 

No. 452 

a) Caving in Jamaica, b) Caving in the Dordogne, 

France. Mostly dive reports, c) Caving in the Philippines. 

No. 453 
a) History and exploration of Puck Suds (Bowery Comer 

Dig). An excellent article. 

No. 454 
a) Dordogne 1989. A follow up to the Wessex trip of ‘87 

including a more thorough exploration of Perte de 

Themines. 

No. 455 
a) Caves of Cebu Island, Philippines. 

No. 456 
a) Caves of Cebu Island, Philippines. 

 

BRADFORD POTHOLE CLUB 

Volume 6, No. 7 
a) The caves of Chapel Beck (incl. Hurtle Pot, Jingle Pot, 

Weathercote Cave etc.). b) Diving in Thorns Bub & 

Thorne Gill Cave, c) Caving in Ardeche, Dordogne. 

Vauclause in France, d) Mexico Expedition 1985-86. e) 

Chemical sampling of Malham Tarn streams and fauna 

f) Italian cavers view of caving in Britain. 

 

CAVE DIVING GROUP 

No. 88 

a) Various aspects of sump rescue, b) Extensions beyond 

Far Sump in Peak Cavern. 

No. 89 
a) 1988 Cheddar Caves project, b) Exploration in Joint 

Hole, c) Keld Head - Marble Steps Branch, d) Discovery 

of Ogof Igam Ogan (Zig Zag Cave) in Little Neath 

Valley, S. Wales, e) Diving in France. 

No. 90 
a) A dive log from Oliver Wells recording his first cave 

dive in 25 years and his first Wookey for 30 years, b) A 

list of the Worlds deepest underwater caves, c) Extensions 

in Dry Gill Cave, Chapel-le-Dale. d) Extensions beyond 

Far Sump, Peak Cavern, e) The discovery of Devastation 

Chamber above Victoria Aven in Swildons 12. f) Diving 

in France & Italy. 

No. 92 
a) Progress in Keld Head & KMC. b) Extending 

Lancaster Hole Downstream Sump and dye tests to Leck 

Beck Head and Witches Cave, c) Progress at Malham 

Cove, d) Progress in Notts Pot. e) The linking of Gavel 

Pot with the Three Counties System, +75Km. f)  

Extensions beyond Far Sump, Peak Cavern, g) Diving 

Poza Cabeza Muxa, Picos de Europa, Spain. 

No. 93 
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Repairing teeth beyond sumps in the event of an accident, 

b) Article on decompression, c) American diving 

techniques, d) Extensions in downstream Kingsdale 

Master Cave, e) Progress in Lancaster Hole downstream 

sump, f) Extensions in Midge Hole, g) Wookey Hole - 

work above Edmunds Chamber, h) Diving in France, i) 

God's Hole, Jamaica. 

 

CERBERUS S.S. 

Volume 19, No. 1 
a) An article on the Coal, Iron and Stone mines of 

Bixslade Valley in Dean Forest. 

Volume 19, No. 2 
a) Caves of the Islands of Flores, Sumbawa, Indonesia. 

Volume 19, No. 3 
a) Caving in Mallorca, b) Caves in Jordan, including those 

in which the Dead Sea Scrolls were discovered, c) Update 

of digs, including Timber Hole, Oakhill Swallet, Rockface 

Rift, Maesbury Swallet, Ashwick Risings and Windsor 

Hill Cave, d) An account of the Watergate Series, 

Swildons. 

Volume 19, No. 5 
a) Caves in the Taman Negara National Park, Malaysia. 

b) Caving in Scotland. 

 

CHELSEA S.S. 

Volume 31, No. 12 
a) Daren Cilau - W. Flyover and digs around Half Mile 

Passage and Perseverance Passage, b) Progress at Ogof 

Gwaliau Gwynion. 

Volume 32, No. 1 
a) Exploration of a natural sand cave in quarry near 

Redhill, Surrey. 

Volume 32, No. 2 
a) Description of Carno Adit, Mynydd Llangynidr. b) 

Diving progress in Alum Pot, Yorkshire, c) Cave Diving 

in Mallorca. 

Volume 32, No. 3 

a) Caving in France. 

Volume 32, No. 4 
a) Elevation and survey of Turkey Stream way, Aggy. 

This is the result of work 1968-77 including some by 

Wessex members, b) Discovery, description and survey of 

Llanelly Quarry pot. 

Volume 32, No. 5 
a) A discussion on how to conduct a rescue from Daren 

Cilau. b) A report on the 1989 Dead Mountains 

Expedition to Totes Gebirge, Austria. 

Volume 32, No. 6 
a) Description and survey of Prices Dig, Llangattwg. 

Volume 32, No. 7 
a) Reports on a Daren Cilau rescue practice. 

Volume 32, No. 10 
a) Equipment failure report - 8mm anchors and rope 

jamming in Chest-mounted Crolls. b) The Clydach 

Project - Pwll y Cwm. c) Daren Cilau Rescue Practice 

report, d) An article on a visit to Golondrinas, Mexico. 

Volume 32, No. 11 
a) Cave Conservation on the Llangattock Escarpment, b) 

The Dweebland extension in Daren Cilau. c) Progress in 

Ogof Gwaliau Gwynion (Channers Dig) 

Volume 32, No. 12 
a) Recent flood levels in Agen Allwedd. b) Elevation 

Survey of Main Stream Passage, Aggy. c) Dowsing 

around the Clydach Gorge, d) Passages above Main 

Stream Passage, Aggy. e) Extensions in Ogof Gwaliau 

Gwynion (Channers Dig). 

 

CROYDON C.C. 

No. 55 
a) Catalogue of sites of speleological interest in Mellte 

Valley, b) SSSi's in S. Wales, including OFD, Pant Mawr, 

Little Neath River Caves, c) Methods of charging Ni-Cad 

batteries. 
To be continued 
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